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Web Application

Description
The DIVO TokenSale Web Application is developed for organizing the management of the
investor’s personal account during an ICO. The application is the main part of the ICO module.
When creating an account, a platform user is assigned three wallets in BTC (Bitcoin), ETH
(Ethereum), LTC (Litecoin) cryptocurrencies, which he can transfer the necessary amount of
funds to participate in the ICO ( via QR code).
Public sale of tokens will occur in 9 stages, every 3 days. A timer is displayed in your account
that signals the next round of tokens sale. As soon as the timer expires, you must click the yellow
tokens purchase button (Appears in the main menu of the web application and in the “wallets”
section), after which the equivalent of the cost of one token in the cryptocurrency selected for
purchase will be transferred from the account and DIVO tokens are instantly transferred to the
account.
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Technical description
The programs of the complex are deployed on 3 servers running Linux Ubuntu 16.04. The
application is written in PHP 7 and ES2015 JavaScript using the Laravel 5.5 and Vue 2 libraries.
Composer and the Node.js NPM package manager are used to manage the libraries. To manage
and store the source code is used GIT repository. MySQL 5.7 is used as a database. The mail
server is configured using the Yandex.Mail for domain service. To deploy the Support & tickets
support service, the Redmine 3.4 system deployed in the Docker container is used.
The Ethereum and Bitcoin blockchain nodes use standard GETH 1.7 and Bitcoind
implementations.

Server Structure
To launch ICO, 3 servers were deployed with the components listed below:
1.
Server Node Ethereum: Linux Ubuntu 16.04, Geth IP: 192.168.10.28
2.
Server Node Bitcoin: Linux Ubuntu 16.04, Bitcoind IP: 192.168.10.29
3.
Application Server : Linux Ubuntu 16.04, MySQL 5.7, Redis 3.2,
Supervisor, PHP 7.0, Composer, Node.js 8, веб-сервер NGINX, Docker, Redmine 3.4
IP: 192.168.10.26
Servers are accessed via SSH2 on port 22030 of the application server (for example, using
PuTTY). The external address of the application server is 194.67.215.88.

Application Server Configuration
1. GINX;
2. Docker;
3. MySQL;
4. Gw-ethereum;

Current Stage of Development
SDK is complete and need only installation as a Web App

Cabinet functions
Within the framework of the project it is necessary to implement the following functionality (in
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the explanation there are screenshots from a similar project, the exact design will be provided
during the work)
1. Basement

The points on the screenshot:
● 1. Current exchange rates of crypto assets (changes every 60 seconds); ● 2. Username of the
account; ● 3. Link to exit from the office; ● 9. Button for folding / unfolding side menu; ● 10.
The menu item Settings, consisting of two sub-items:

change personal data of user account

Configure the user account verification method:
● login through a confirmation email;
● login through the Google Authenticator service.
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2. Dashboard (general information view )

The points on the screenshot:
4. Link to the site for the affiliate program (static at the stages preceding the program); 5.
Current account of crypto assets balances; 6. Current balances of the landing program (static at
the stages of previous programs); 7. Current rates on the landing program (static at the stages
preceding the program); 8. History of sales under the landing program (static at the stages of the
previous program).
3. Wallet (Wallet sum of finance)

The points on the screenshot:
1. Summary table with current balances of crypto assets; 2. Button to receive the wallet address
for crediting funds to the asset; 3. Button to transfer assets to an arbitrary address.

The page of viewing the history of transactions with the ability to filter by type of operation and
type of asset
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4. ICO (information panel for participants in crowdsale)

The points in the picture: 1. Statistics of the current ICO phase (coins issued, coins sold); 2.
Time counters to complete the current ICO phase; 3. Time counters before changing the terms of
sale of coins; 4. The history of the change in ICO sales conditions for the current ICO phase with
the number of coins sold.

5. Transactions

The page with the history of operations in the office indicating the type of assets. The top block
shows current asset balances.
6. Support & tickets

The system for the tracking of requests for service user requests with e-mail notification.
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Stage 2. Web Application Design
As a result of the design change, the developed functionality should be designed according to the
page sketches below. All pages must be designed in such a way that the site remains workable on
devices with different screen resolutions (smartphones, tablets, desktop computers).
Login page
Sketch of the investor account entry page:

The remaining pages (password recovery, 2-factor authentication, registration, message pages)
should be performed in the same design.
Input fields
● Login (email address);
● Password;
● Daw “remember data”;
● Enter button, by which the input data is checked.

In the case of 2-factor authentication enabled by the user, after verifying the login-password
data, it is necessary to additionally show the user a screen for checking the 2-factor
authentication code with the user's secret key.

Dashboard
After successfully logging into your account, a dashboard should appear.
It displays: ● Number of assets in investor wallets (DIVO Tokens, Ethereum coins, Bitcoin,
Litecoin) ● Current values of cryptocurrency rates (Ethereum, Bitcoin, Litecoin). Rates change
once a minute, arrows are displayed nearby, indicating the dynamics of the currency compared to
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the previous value. ● Timer of the current round (amount of time remaining until the end of the
current round) ● calculator ● Timeline - overview of the status of the entire ICO (how many
rounds of all, the index of the current round, the number of tokens sold / collected funds)
When you click on the Deposit buttons, a popup window opens to show the address and the QR
code for crediting funds to the corresponding investor’s wallet.

When you click button Get More a window opens to purchase DIVO tokens.

The design of the popup windows is shown in the sketch below:
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Wallet pages
For the convenience of managing wallets with cryptocurrencies, 4 tabs of operations with wallets
of different cryptocurrencies are provided in your personal account. Sketches of screens of
different wallets are very similar, so only one of them will be described in detail. Below is a
description of the screen wallet Bitcoin and Token DIVO (because it is different from other
screens). In the upper part, there are blocks with information about the state of all cryptoactive
funds' purses, and a block with information about the currently selected wallet (Bitcoin, for
example, on the thumbnail) is displayed with an idle Deposit button. The remaining
cryptocurrencies can be deposited in the wallet by pressing the Deposit button and scanning the
QR code.
Below in the left part of the page is the address of the selected wallet and the QR code of the
address for quick and error-free deposit of funds into the wallet account. The right side of the
page displays a block of funds transfer from the wallet to any other address. Moreover, if the 2factor authorization option is enabled in the user settings, this block will contain an authorization
code entry field. Without additional verification, the translation will not be made. At the bottom
of the page there is a list of all transactions carried out on the selected wallet.

Set up Page
The page allows you to change the following user profile settings:
.
● phone number; ● login password; ● enable and disable 2-factor authentication mode.
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When the 2-factor authentication mode is enabled, the QR code of the user's private key
and the security code (recovery) of the secret key will be indicated. To confirm that 2factor authentication is enabled, you need to download the Google Authenticator
application, scan the QR code and enter the newly generated key in the appropriate field

AML / KYC page
The page is intended for making scanned copies of user documents, based on which you can
verify the identity of the investor. On the page there are 2 buttons for downloading scanned
copies of documents and icons indicating the presence of successfully uploaded files. In
addition, in order to send data for verification, the page must be followed by a check of the user's
consent with the verification conditions and a button for sending the prepared data for
verification.

Web Application Administration Panel
The administrative panel of the web application is designed to manage the following application
resources by administrators: ● ICO Rounds (dates, restrictions, cost of a token); ● Investor
accounts; ● Application statistics; ● Token distribution.
Login window
Before using the administrative portal, you must confirm your administrative credentials by
entering the following details (login + password) on the login page of the administrative portal:
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Users without administrative authority will not be able to enter the administrative portal.
General view of the administrative portal page after successful login::

The following pages should be present in the administrative portal:
● user management (create, view, edit, delete, lock);
● control rounds (create, view, edit, delete);
● management of tokens;
● view transactions;

ICO Technical support
As part of security and uninterrupted operation of the site, web application, admin panel and the
rest of the software included in the DIVO Platform, technical support for Pre-ICO and ICO will
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be provided. The Service Desk is Redmine. All user requests are recorded in the service and are
processed as quickly as possible by the technical support team 24/7

Security
To increase the safety of keeping funds of investors attracted during the ICO, it is envisaged to
use the so-called system in the office “Cold wallets”, i.e. keeping secret keys from investors'
wallets in a storage that is physically disconnected from the Internet.
The following describes the sequence of work with the system “cold wallet”.
A computer physically disconnected from the Internet (laptop) is used to store secret keys, then
an offline machine. To perform operations that require the Internet, a separate machine (online
machine) is used. The data between the machines is transferred on a protected media - USB flash
drive with hardware encryption.
1. 1. Generation of secret keys. Produced on an offline machine using stage 1 scripts. As a
result of generating address keys, 2 files appear: secretlist.json and publiclist.json,
containing secret and public data. The secretlist.json file should never leave offline
machines;
2. 2. After the end of ICO, stage 2 scripts run on an online machine. They check the final
balances of addresses and form unsigned transactions to transfer the accumulated funds to
the wallet of the ICO owner. The purse is indicated in the scripts (small changes are
necessary). Scripts create files with balances and money transfer transactions
balances.json. This file must be transferred using a USB flash drive (Hardware
Encryption) to an offline signature machine;
3. 3. Stage 3 scripts are run on an offline machine, transferring the balances.json files from
item 2 and secretlist.json files from item 1 to the input. Scripts carry out the final
preparation of transactions (signature) for transferring funds to owners' wallets. As a
result of the script, a signed.json file appears, which you need to transfer to an offline
machine using a USB flash drive;
4. Scripts of stage 4 publish signed transactions from the signed.json file to the blockchain;
5. After the completion of ICO under the third smart contract, tokens are distributed to
investors Pre-ICO and ICO;
6. Tokens are assigned to participants of the Bounty program using a separate script. In this
case, the script works with the completed “Tracker Sheet” (Generated automatically
based on the forms of the participants of the bounty program);
7. To ensure the security of personal accounts of investors of the project, the two-factor
authentication service “Google Autentificator” was connected, which generates unique
keys for entering the personal account of the web application.
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